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Three campaign workers,

the office

of a local

he was telephoned
rally
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by the police

was thereupon

accompanied by local
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fo11owed by police

every1~here he went.
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where the pol1.ce spoke against

Each day he was

His campaigning was generally

On Sunday, Nov. 3, he was followed
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him,

George Raymond, campaign worker and CORE

Task Force worker,
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~
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when,
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Morris
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of distributing
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as he entered,
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When George Ore~r
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on an
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dark.
~,here
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asked who in the group had a driver's
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he had, they arrested

inside

to
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and cuffed

When

they left

Just
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as he was being led to his cell,
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arrived

driving
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Nho went up to bail
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station

by the police
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Captain

Raymond at the restaurant,

(in Madison County),

was arrested

t;jKh1;1.y

to be Assistant

Jesse

Harris,

Claude Weaver, Carl Arnold,

and Jesse Morris

in Ynzoo City to pay fine.a or post bond for the two who had bee
George Raymond was released,

but the police
been arrested

refused

to release

on an appearance

George Greene,

claiming

1n Madison County, not Yazoo County.
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Freedom Voto Headquarters
1017 Lynch Street,
Jackson, M1ssiss1pp1
tel: 352-9605

to secure his release

bond of $250,
that

he had

As of Sunday,

have been fruitless.

